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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher cation (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific Iona, competencies of vocational teachers The
competenc n which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of Instruction. The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theoryo and application, each culminates with criterion refer-

assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency. The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
ineervice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests. The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers. Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained iri three re-
lated documents: Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance -Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions. and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials. Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,060
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post - secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton, Program Director, Robert E Norton, As-

sociate Program Director, Glen E Fardig, Specialist. Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant; and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended to Knsty Ross, Teck nical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wieen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis R. Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974. .

Appreciation is also extended to all those outsioe The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia. Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri- Columbia.

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country.

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of (An-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University; Ferns
State College, Michigan; Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, p.r.I., Canada; Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity; State University College at Buffalo; Temple University;
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint; University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities; University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont; and Utah State University.

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U.S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferns State College,
Holland College. Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational Education

THE CENTER FON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
.. 0.,..1,.. ni.. e. MO .o. , Mu.* 131%. 412D

The Center tor vocational Education s mission is to
unclean the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
indtvidt.al career planning and preparation Tne Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational nroams and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership devetopment and training
programs

AA
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION1
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Engineering Center
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univar-
snots, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the Improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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INTRODUCTION

Flip charts and chalkboards are complementary
visual "vehicles" that '-:an add clarity and meaning
to the instructional process They offer you, as the
vocational teacher, an opportunity to exercise your
creativity and imagination in providing students
with stimulating learning experiences

The chalkboard, found in nearly every class-
room, is probably the most commonly used and
abused visual aid in the modern day classroom
The flip chart can be an effective substitute for, and
supplement to, the chalkboard In addition, there
are many reaching situations in which the flip chart

Is more practical and suitable than the chalkboard
In order to be competent in using these two class-
room tools, you need to know th ,ir capabilities
and their limitations, and to be able to use each to
present information clearly and effectively

This module is designed to help you become
aware of various ways in which the chalkboard and
flip chart can be used to present information or
illustrate your lessons It will give you skill in using
these devfses and will help you to know how to
choose the device which is the most effective for
your objectives

'1
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectives
Tposipai Cooceva: in an actual school situation, pre-
sent information with a chalkboard and/or a flip chart.
Your performance will be assessed by your resource
person, using the, Teacher Performance Assessment
Form, pp. 49-51 (Learning Experience III).

Enabling Objectives:
1 Atter completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the factors related to using the
chalkboard and flip chart to present information
(Learning Experience I)

2 In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation
present information with both the chalkboard and flip
chart (Learning Experience II)

Prerequisites
To complete this module. you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan If ou do not already have this
competency, meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method you will use to gain this skill One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the following module

Develop a Le-- -)n Plan, Module B-4

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1', to determine the availability and the
location of these resources. (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in yout occupation3i specialty and (3) to get
assistance in setting uo activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

4

Learning Experience I
Optional

The filmstrips, Chalkboards, Parts I and II," in the
Filmstrip Series, teaching wtth Visual Materials,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, New York,
1964

A locally-produced videotape of a teacher present-
ing information with a chalkboard and tor flip chart
which you can view for the purpose of critiquing
that teacher's performance
Videotape equipment for viewing a videotaped pre-
sentation
Reference Sylvius, G Harold and Estell H Curry.
Teaching Successfully in Industrial Education Sec-
ond Edition Bloomington, IL McKnight and
McKnight Publishing Company, 1967
Reference Wittich, Walter A and Charles F Schul-
ler Instrictional Technology Its Nature and Use.
Fifth Edition New York, NY Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, Inc., 1973
An opaque projector to use in transferring a di awing
to the chalkboard and/or flip chart

Learning Experience II
Required

A chalkboard and a flip chart with which to present
information in a lesson
2-5 peers to role-play students to whom you are
presenting a lesson, and to critique your perfor-
mance If peers are unavailable, you may present
your lesson to your resource person

Optional
A resource person to review the adequacy of your
lesson plan
Videotape equipment for taping, viewing, and self-
evaluating your presentation

Learning Experience III
Required

An actual school situation in which you can present
information with a chalkboard and or a flip chart
A resource person to assess your competency in
presenting informatior with a chalkboard and or a
flip chart

This module covers porfor mance element numbers 137 138 from Calvin
t.oir ell et al Model Curricuid for Vocational and Technical Education

Report No V (Columbus OH The Center for Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University) The 304 elements in this document form the
research base for all The Center s PBTE module development

For int ormation about the general organization of each module general
procedures for their use and terminology wh h is common to all 100
modules see Ab t U,ing The Center s PH, .viodules on the inside
back cover
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Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

Activity

II Optional
Activity J

111100

A'

( Optional
Activity

%me
.4-

/ Optional
Activity I

%NO

Activity

After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge of the
factors related to using the chalkboard and flip chart to present informa-
tion.

You will be reading the information sheet, Presenting Information with the
Chalkboard and Flip Chart, pp. 7-11.

You may wish to view the filmstrips, "Chalkboards, Parts I and II."

You may wish to view a locally-produced videotape of a teacher presenting
information with a chalkboard and/or flip chart, and to critique that
teacher's performance.

You may wish to read the supplementary references, Sylvius and Curry,
Teaching Successfully in Industrial Education, pp. 180-185; and Wittich
and Schuller, Industrial Technology: Its Nature and Use, pp. 207-217.

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the factors related to using the
chalkboard aril flip chart to prase,' ' information by completing the Self-
Check, pp. 12- '4.

ti
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You will be evaluating your competency by comparing your completed
Self-Check with the Model Answers, pp. 15-16.

You may wish to make one or more templates of cardboard, plastic,
masonite, plywood, and/or composition board for use in drawing fre
quently used illustrations.

You may wish to practice using the opaque projector for transferring an
image to a chalkboard or flip chart.

6



Fo- information describing the types pf chalkboards and flip charts ava.-
ablf., 9nd techniques for their effective use read the following information
sheet

PRESENTING INFORMATION
WITH THE CHALKBOARD AND FLIP CHART

The chalkboard and flip ^,hart are two basic tools
of instruction that, properly used, can contribute
greatly to instructional effectiveness Although
anyon6 with a reasonable amount of study and
practice can become an effective user of both de
vices, some teachers fail to optimize their use by
assuming that no special skill or knowledge is
needed. As Edgar Dale notes, "Chalkboard tech-
nique needs to be learned and practiced. Nobody
is born with it." The same is true for flip charts, in
that many of the techniques for using both devices
are similar

Instructional applications of the chalkboard and
flip chart are nearly endless. They can be used in
the classroom, laboratory, shop, on field trips, and
in nearly any other instructional setting They can

LZAs,V.tEl
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The Chalkboard

be used to introduce a lesson, present new mate-
rials, and to summarize or emphasize key points
Both devices are suitable for use with individuals
and with small groups, and for use by both the
teacher and students. Although the chalkboard
and flip chart are generally best used in combina-
tion with other instructional techniques and de-
vices appropriate to the particular lesson, they may
also be used alone

Their suitability for a wide variety of specific uses
includes

presenting facts, principles, and concepts
illustrating concepts, ideas, and processes by
means of diagrams, drawings, charts, graphs.
sketches, maps, and cartoons
emphasizing key factors by outlining, under-
lining, or otherwise highlighting important
words
presenting assignments, announcements,
definitions, and problems to be solved
listing key words, rules. steps, procedures, or
policies to be followed

The versatility of these two media is limited
only by the imagination, creativity, and knowledge
of the user The remainder of this information
sheet deals with V- -,/pes of chalkboards and flip
charts available pecific techniques for their ef-
fective use, and the advantages and disadvantages
of each, respectively

The chalkboard is probably the oldest and most
commonly used classroom instructional aid Long
known as the "blackboard because it was made
of black slate, today's improved chalkboards are
an integral part of any well-designed modern
classroom There are several ways to mount
chalkboards, the most common being the station-
ary wall mounting This type of mounting is most
suitable where adrquate %Pfaff space is available ;n
the front and/or on the side of the classroom

7

Where wall space is limited, the sliding or folding
chalkboard may be used The sliding chalkboard is
constructed like a double window with two or
three chalkboards on one wall While one
chalkboard is being used the other(s) slide up or
to one side out of the way A folding chalkboard
usually consists of three or four boards (each
about three feet square) which are hinged on one
side and fastened to the wall With this type of
mounting, both sides of the chalkboard can be



used, but the teacher must hold the board securely
with one hand while writing with the other

Another fairly common type of chalkboard is the
portable type which is mounted on a frame and
supported by legs to keep it from tipping over. This
type of board commonly is hung on two pivots
which allow it to be flipped over so both sides can
be used. The main advantage of this style of
chalkboard is its portability which allows it to be
moved to any part of the classroom, shop, or labo-
ratory as desired.

Chalkboaris are available in a variety of colors
including green, yellow, white, tan, black, and

brown. The light-colored chalkboards are recom-
mended because they provide better contrast and
less eyestrain due to reduced glare

The only materials required in addition to the
chalkboard are chalk and an eraser. White chalk is
sufficient for most situations, but diagrams and
other illustrations can often be considerably en-
hanced by using an assortment of colors. For ex-
ample, in diagramming the systems of an automo-
tive engine, you might show the electrical system
in blue, the fuel system in red, etc. To facilitate the
production of commonly used diagrams or sym-
bols, you may also wish to make or purchase
templates, patterns, or stencils.

..
6
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Complicated drawings such as this one can be simplified through the use of
different colors for different parts.

Techniques for Use
Effective use of the chalkboard requires the

knowledge and practice of several important tech-
niques.

Keep the chalkboard clean.Erasers, chalk-
board, and chalk tray should be cleaned reg-
ularly. Erase all unrelated materials, and avoid
tying up board space with announcements and
other information that must be posted for several
days. Keeping the board clean improves contrast
and appearance, and eliminates needless distrac-
tions.

Use chalk with good contrast. The best color
of chalk to use will depend upon the color of the
chalkboard used. However, colors that provide
sharp contrast and aid easy viewing from all areas
of the classroom are best. An assortment of colors
should be available for use to increase contrast
and provide variety when underlining key words

8

and highlighting or differentiating parts of dia-
grams or sketches. Related to the contrast concern
is the need to check the direction and type of
classroom lighting so as to avoid sunlight or arti-
ficial light glare.

Make letters and drawings large enough.All
symbols should be made large enough so as to be
easily seen by the entire class. This is important in
order to avoid unnecessary eyestrain and to main-
tain the attention of students. Letters should be
between 11/2 and 3 inches high. It is much better to
develop a standard lettering technique than to
write in script. If a large volume of material must be
presented, It is usually more effective to use hand-
outs.

Avoid talking to the chalkboard.Many teach-
ers make the mistake of almost ignoring the
class while writing on the chalkboard You should

9



turn frequently toward the to maintain
contact with the students In addition you should
verbalize what you have written on the board to
help students who are taking notes and to provide
both sight and hearing stimulation for learning

Avoid blocking the view of students
avoid standing in front of materials o tra,
chalkboard or otherwise obscuring it from view
Stand to one side as much as possible and use a
pointer to direct attention to particular items

Plan in advance for effective arrangement of
matenal.--Use chalkboard space efficiently A lit-
tle planning can help one avoid the disorganized
and cluttered appearance that can result from gin
mg unnecessary details or using poor sequencing
An outline form helps studer ts take more or
ganized notes and helps to emphasize the most
important words and concepts

Prepare lengthy messages and complex draw-
ings in advance.To save class time and to avoid
losing the attention of the class place detailed or
complex drawings on the board in advance
whenever possible One very effective technique
for dealing with a complex drawing is to construct
a major portion of the d-awing on the board in
advance of the class period Then during the
course of presenting thit lesson to the class yoe
can fill in the details and sections requirirg special
attention Another technique that can be used to
make elaborate drawings and at trio same time
excite student interest is to gradually construct
the drawing in advance of class over a period of
several days fitter procedures which require
considerable time to write neatly on the bean:
should also be placed on the board in advance
Use patterns, templates , ulers etc , to assist in
making sharp and accurate drawings If your area
is one in which drawings are frequently used you
may find that a chalkboard drafting machine is
extremely valuable This is a device that attaches to
the chalkboard which makes it possible for you to
draw straight lines a igles and to measere ac.;tr-
rate:y To ensure that your drawings and writing
are accurate and neat do not work with a tea,
piece of chalk To c raw especi 11!y --,harp lines
break a piece of chalk -'r ank,, then
the sharp edges of thL chalk Cr .is=r mateoal mr,"
immediate use with sheet, of
shades or a :loin curtain

Specialized Applications
Besides the basic f:ractic es tnere

of specialized techniques for using
There may be times when spec,.ii Opmetit may hi-
gained from making a i OrTlpleY (ir,w,inci n f,i_int
students If so YOU could use ,ile,rb dire i to dr 4w
an outline 'n advan,b, that i, it ir1 ,oe iict ,,;,
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that the student,, cannot Yo,.. lhr'ri
,ver the pencil butane with crir-r;k during tne clas,
presentation

Images can be tr -,bsfer red from a hoot\ or other
source using the opaque projector The projector
can De focused to the size you wish
by moving the projector closer to or farther away
from, the chalkboard c, flip chart and refocusina

Illustrations may also be transferred oy the
pounce method When several copies of me

same image will be needed develop or secure a
stencil or chalkboard pattern with t- -les punched
to outline the image desired Tape the pattern to
the chalkboard and pounce (tap lightly) over the
holes with a chalky eraser Then remove tne oat

and connect the dots

Use the revelation tec inique as appropriate a,
uncover a series of steps or procedures one at a
time and in the most logical sequence Mater al
prepared in advance is simply covered with paper
shades, or cloth as desired until the class is ready
Point-by-point revelation vvi'' nelp focus the class
discussion on one point at time

Cartoons and stick figure--; may also be di-awn
occasion to emphasize a point add variety to the
lesson or focus attention on specific emotion',
and expression, You may wish to draw them yo,Jr-
c,elf or transfer images using the opaque oroy bar

or pounce method

Advantageri of the Chalkboard
t s ' ivantade5 Of

t xtensively used
It is 'edbily irva.Lrb
r()Orti

cnoiktioar 1 v
Inc 'tide

Iil ,If y Ov,

it u reiativery eaf_,y t

it ", suitable fro, a it,H,ti
(ltil,tc,



The cost of maintenance and supplies is very
low, chalk being the only consumable item
needed
It is suitable for presenting and summarizing
key points

Disadvantages of the Chalkboard
Although far outweighed by its many important

advantages, the chalkboard has the following dis-
advantages

The Flip Chart

It cannot acco ,,modate a large volume of ma-
terial (many times handouts are more effec-
tive;
It is difficult and time consuming to produce
intricate and complex drawings
It is not adaptable to situations where a per-
manent record is needed and students cannot
take a copy with them unless they reproduce
their own notes
The chalk dust is an rritant to some persons.

The flip chart is another versatile and commonly
used instructional aid Also referred to as a "lec-
ture pad," the flip chart is suitable for use in the
classroom, laboratory, and almost any other in-
structional setting because of its portability The
flip chart, or lecture pad, is normally mounted on
some type of wooden or metal easel which holds
the paper at a convenient working height. Many
easels are adjustable as to height and most fold
into a compact size for carrying

If desired, pads may also be mounted cn a wall or
hung like a picture. The sheets of paper may be
bound in several ways clamping with two wooden
strips along the top edge, using a map head (clip)
on a stand, binding with rings similar to those of a
large looseleaf notebook. or stitching and gluing
like a book

The consumable pads can be purchased in a
variety of sizes and types The most common type
of flip chart material is bound newsprint pur-
chased from paper supply houses The pads are

11'1041'

generally white or off-white in color They are
available in different sizes (18" x 24', 28" x 36", 36"
x 45") and styles (plain, ruled, gadded), and vary in
the number of sheets per pad (50, 75) Some
suppliers also offer the pads in different thickness-
es standard weight, heavy weight, and extra heavy
weight

Flip charts may also be mac ..: for relatively small
cost if you have the time and inclination Some
teachers have made excellent use of wallpaper
sample books, poster board, or plain wrapping
paper in making their owr, flip charts

Besides the pad and easel, the only other mate-
rial needed with the flip ch;:L is some type of
grease pencil or felt -tip marking pen These are
available in a wide assortment of colors which can
be used effectively to add variety to drawings, em-
phasize key words, etc. As with the chalkboard, the
use of stencils, templates, and patterns can
simplify the production of commonly used dia-
grams or symbols

(1
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Techniques for Use
Effective use of the flip chart requires the khowl-

edge and use of the following oasic practices

Use marking pens flod grease pencils with gofid
contrast. --To maximize, readability, felt-tip pens
and/or grease pencils that offer enough contrast
for easy reading should be ased The felt pens
should be of the wide marking" type An assort-
ment of colors should be available for use in pre-
paring sketches and underlining key phrases and
words to add var iety and interest to presentations
As with the chalkboard, the directror and type of
classroom lighting should be checked to avoid
sunlight or artificial light glare

Make letters and drawings lame enough.As
with any other medium, to be effective, the sym
bols used must be large enough so as to be seen by
the entire class If considerable material is to be
presented, several sheets should be used and
thought given to possibly using handouts instead

Prepare lengthy messages and compl draw-
ings in advance.To conserve class time as %, 'h
the chalkboard, detailed or complex draw, Igs
should be placed on the flip chart in advance
Templates, a compase, her, and other drawing
aids should be used to produce accurate draw-
ings The nature of the flip chart makes it very easy
to conceal material prepared in advance until
needed If drawings need to be made during the
lesson, a light pencil outline can be prepared in
advance and traced in felt-tip in front of the cless

Avoid blocking the view of students.As with
the chalkboard, it is easy to unintentionally block
the view of some students Care should be exer-
cised to stand to one side of the chart and to use a
pencil or pointer to tocus attention on particula,
items

Avoid talking to the flip chart. -Words spoken
while the teacher is facing the chart and away from
the class are hard for students to hear and under
stand You should practice turning frequently to-
ward the class when writing on the chart main-
tain eye contact with the students and to verbalize
what has been written

Use the revelation technique.The flip cr-
because of its multesheet constriction, lends it-
self handily to use of the step-by-step disclosure ot
sequential procedures or diagrams Material can
be prepared in advance and -evealed at the most
opportune moment in the discussion or presenta-
tion

Store frequently used charts and dia
grams.Rather than repeatedly prepannq the
same message or chart, you should store
prepared material to De retrieved needed

11

Specialized Applications
In addition to the common techniques already

des ribeu, two specialized applications deserve
mention The opaque projector may be used with
the flip chart in the same manner as with the
chalkboard to transfer images from a book or
other sources In addition, cartoons and stick
figures may be used on occasion to enhance pre-
sentations by tocusing attention on specific
moods and emotions and emphasizing a point

Advantages of the Flip Chart
The following advantages of the flip chart make

i a favorite instrm tional device for many teachers
Because ot its light weight and compact size.
it is highly portable and can be taken to almost
any location It can be relocated within the
classroom or laboratory for use v.ith small
groups It can be moved between classroom
and laboratory (thus eliminating the need to
recopy material), and it can be taken on field
trips, etc
Its nature ana design make it relatively easy
and convenient to use
It is suitable for a wide variety of uses by stu-
dents and teacher drawings, charts, and
notes
Sheets from the flip chart can be torn off aft.
distributed for concurrent use by several indi-
viduals or small groups
Material can easily be revealed step by step
one sheet at a time when the information is
prepared in advance
Sheets provide a semi-permanent record and
can be easily stored for future reference
Initial purchase cost is relatively low in com-
parison to many instructional aids

Disadvantages of the Flip Chart
The following disadvantages of the flip ch,,

should be considered when deciding whether to
purchase one

It cannot accommodate a large volume of ma-
terial (many times handouts are more effective
when a sizable volume of information is to be
presented)
It is difficult and time cons ,,rning to produce
intricate and complex drawings (once pre-
pared, however, they can be sto. f c,r future
us,

Because of its limited size, material may not
be visible to largo groups
the pads and sheets are con,,umahle and hew
ntlf-", must be purchased



fi Optional
Activity
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( Optional
Activity
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IOptional
Activity

%HO

Activity

To observe a demonstration that illustrates effective uses of the chalkboard
in a variety of situations, you may view the filmstrips, "Chalkboards, Parts I
and II." Note particularly the numerous ways in which the chalkboard may
be used and the specific techniques suggested for making its use effective

Your institution may have available videotapes showing examples of
teachers presenting information with the chalkboard and/or flip chart. If
so, you may wish to view one or more of these videotapes. You might also
choose to critique the performance of ea,:h teacher in presenting informa-
tion with the chalkboard and/or flip chart, usinn 0 'aria provided in this
module, or critique forms or checklists pro' ,.r resource person

For further information on techniques for using the chalkboard effectively
you may read Sylvius and Curry, Teaching Successfully in Industrial Edu-
cation. pp 180-185; and Wittich and Schuller, Industrial Technology Its
Nature and Use, pp 207-217

The follov!ing items check your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet Presenting Information with the Chalkboard and Flip
Chart, pp 7-11

SELF-CHECK
I. Essay:
Each of the following five items requires a short essay-type response Please respond fully. but briefly,
and make sure you respond to all parts of each item

1 Explain wny the chalkboard is such a widely used instructional aid

1.S

12



2. Exp!3in why many teachers make extensive use of the flip chat

3 Describe several specific uses for which the chalkboard and flip chart are both suitable

4. Name four types of chalkboards, and state ar advantage of each type

5. State five techniques for making effective use of the chalkboard of the flip chart

13



II. Case Situations:
Each of the following seven items presents a situation in which you are to decide whether you would use
(1) the chalkboard, (2) the flip chart, or (3) both the chalkboard and flip chart Foreach item, indicate your
decision as to which device you would use, and give the reason(s) for your decision

1. You want to present several drawings that sequentially illustrate the major steps of a rather complex
assembly process

2 You want to transfer a complicated drawing from a reference book so that all students can view the
same illustration at one time

3. You are going to divide the class into several small discussion Groups, and you want a member of
each group to record the major points discussed, so as to share them at a later time with the entire
class

I

4 You have a large volume of Important information to share with the entire class including several 1

illustrations

5 You want to develop and present to the entire class several illustrations to help clarify certain
concepts, and would like to be able to store them for future use

6 You have several templates of some commonly used diagi,ns and wish to use them in presenting
information to a class

7 You are taking a class on a field trip and want to take along one of the aids to use in illustrating and
summarizing some key points

I)
14



Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given below Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses, however you should have covered the same major points

MODLI. ANSWERS
I. Essay:
1. The chalkboard is a widely used instructional

aid for several reasons (1) its ready availability
in nearly all classrooms, (2) its ease of use, (3) its
low cost of maintenance and supplies, (4) its
suitability for a wide variety of uses, and (5) its
excellence for presenting and summarizing key
points.

2 Many teachers make extensive use of the flip
chart because of its portability and suitability to
a wide array of situations Its light weight and
compact size make a easy io transport 'o al-
most any location, and its nature and design
make it relatively easy and convenient to use for
many purposes Material placed on a flip chart
can easily be revealed at the most opportune
moment and can be easily stored for future
reference

3 The chalkboard and flip chart are both suitable
for (1) presenting facts, principles, and con-
cepts, (2) illustrating concepts. ideas. and pro-
cesses by means of drawings, charts, and
sketches, (3) emphaSizing major points or
words by underlining or otherwise highlighting
important items, (4) making assignments and
announcements, and (5) listing rules, steps. oi
procedures to be followed They can be used in
presenting new information, reviewng key
points, summarizing a discussion, and in many
other situations

4. The four types of chalkboards and an
tage of each are as follows

Stationary chalkboardit is easy w use
and always available
Portable chalkboardit can be moved to
any part of the room or from room to room
Folding chalkboardit Pan be used where
space for a stationary Phalkboard is in-
adequate
Sliding chalkboardit can be used where
space for a stationary chalkboard is in
adequate It also lenas itself to the use of
the revelation technique

adv,l,

5 Techniques for effective use of the chalkboard
include the follow,ng

Keep the -,halkboard clean to improve con-
trast and appearance
Use chalk that provides good contrast
Make letters and drawings of adequate
size
Avoid loss of eye contact with the class
Avoid blocking the view of students
Plan for the most effective arrangement of
material
Prepare lengthy messages and complex
drawings in advance
Use specialized applications such as trac-
ing a lead pencil outline transferring im-
ages with the opaque projector or the
pounce method, and use the revelation
technique, where appropriate

Techniques for making effective use of the flip
chart include the following

Use marking instruments that provide
sharp contrast

size
letters and drawings of adequate

Prepare complex drawings and material in
advance
Avoid loss of eye contact with the class
Avoid blocking the view of students
Use the revelation technique
Store frequently useo charts and oiagirims
for future use
Use specialized applications such as trans-
ferring images with the opaque protector
and use cartoons and stick figures as ap-
propriate



H. Case Situations:
1 The bez., choice in this situation would be the

flip chart. Because several drawings are
needed and sequential illustration of a complex
assembly process is desired, several sheets of a
flip chart could be used (one per drawing), and
the drawings could be revealed one at a time
Another advantage of the flip chart in this situa-
tion is that the drawings, which will probably
require considerable time to produce. can be
easily stored for future use

2. In this situation, either aid could be used effec-
tively. If a large-sized drawing was desired, the
chalkboard would be more suitable. However. if
the drawing could be used repeatedly and re-
quired considerable time to produce, the flip
chart would be preferable so that the drawing
could be stored

3 The best instructional aid in this situation is
clearly the flip ci art because sheets can be torn
off the pad and given to each group for notetak-

ing Later, the major points discussed could be
shared with the entire class by posting the
sheets around the room

4 In this situation, neither of the two aids is very
satisfactory Instead, consideration should be
given to duplicating the information by mimeo-
graph or other means so that the material
can be shared with all class members

5 Here the clear preference between the two aids
is the flip chart because material on the flip
chart can be stored for future use

6 Either technique is suitable in this situation,
However, if the revelation technique is to be
used so as to exhibit only one drawing at a time
or to reveal them in sequence, the flip chart may
be preferable

7 The flip chart is the clear choice because of its
portability

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should have covered the same major points as
the model responses U you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you
made, review the material in the information sheet, Presenting Information with the Chalkboard and Flip
Chart, pp 7-11, or check with your resource person if necessary

II1 I Optional
Activity 11,

%1

al'
I i Optional

ikActivity

111111 110

You may wish to make one or more templates (patterns) of the illustrations
which you would use frequently in presenting information in your occupa-
tional specialty These templates could then be used in drawing illustra-
tions on the chalkboard or flip chart A variety of free and inexpensive
construction materials, including cardboard, plastic. masonite, plywood
and composition board may be used

You may wish to pract,ce using the opaque projector to transfer illustra-
tions to the chalkboaru or flip chart Using illustrations that would be
difficult to draw freehand or illustrations that are too small to use for a
group presentation, project the illustration on the chalkboard or flip chart
using the opaque projector Adjust the image to proper focus and desired
size Then trace the image on the chalkboard or flip chart (if you need
assistance in working with the opaque projector c k with your resource
person)

16
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Learning Experience II

OVERVIEW

Activity

Activity

Activity

In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation, present informationwith
both the chalkboard and flip chart.

NOTE: The next fifteen items involve presenting two separate lessons:
one using a chalkboard, and one using a flip chart. If you prefer, you may
present a single lesson which includes the use of both the chalkboard and
flip chart to present information.

You will be selecting an objective in your occupational specialty that lends
itself to using a chalkboard to present information.

You will be selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective using the chalkboard to present information.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan.

You will be selecting, obtsining, or preparing the materials needed for your
presentation.

You will be presenting the lesson to a group of peers, or to your resource
person.

13
17



IOptional
Activity 1

%MO

Activity

41

You may wish to record your presentation on videotape for self-evaluation
purposes.

Your competency in presenting information with the chalkboard will be
evaluatod by your peers, or by your resource person, using the Lesson
Presentation Checklist, pp. 23-45.

You will be seiec'ing an objective in your occupational specialty that lends
itself to using a flip chart to present information.

Activity You will be selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective using the flip chart to present information.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan.

Activity You will be selecting, obtaining, cr preparing the materials needed for your
presentation.

lk
Activity You will be presenting tne lesson to a group of peers, or to your resource

person.

18 P1



IOptional You may wish to record your presentation on videotape for self-evaluation
Activity purposes

ftO

Your competency in presenting information with the flip chart will be
evaluated by your peers, or by your resource person, using the Lesson
Presentation Check!ist, pp. 23-45

If you videotaped your presentation(s), you may wish to evaluate your own
performance, using the Lesson Presentation Checklist, pp 23-45.

19



Activity

Activity

Activity

IOptional
kActivity

%MO

NOTE: The following activities involve presenting two separate lessons:
one using a chalkboard and one using a flip chart. If you prefer, you may
present a single lesson which includes th:, use of both the chalkboard and
flip chart to present information

Select a student performance objective in your occupational specialty
which could be achieved, at least partially, by presenting information using
the chalkboard. (In a real world situation, you start with an objective and
then select the most appropriate materials and/or teaching methods. In
this practice situation, however, you need to select an oojective that lends
itself to using a chalkboard to present information.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes an explanation of how the
chalkboard will be used to present information. Instead of developing a
lesson play., you may select a lesson plan that you have developed previ-
ously, and adapt that plan so that it includes the use of the chalkboard to
present information.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan. He/she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide.

Based on your lesson plan, select, obtain, or prepare the materials you will
need to make your presentation Also, arrange to have a chalkboard avail-
able when you make your presentation

In a simulated classroom situation, present your lesson to a group of two to
five peers. These peers will serve two functions (1) they will role-play the
students to whom you are presenting your lesson, and (2) they will evaluate
your performance If peers are not available to you, you may present your
lesson to your resource person

If you wish to self-evaluate, you may record your performance on videotape
so you may view your own lesson presentation at a later time

20



Activity

Activity

Multiple copies of the Lesson Presentation Checklist are provided in this
learning experience Give a copy to each peer, or to your resource person,
before making your presentation in order to ensure that each knows what
to look for in your lesson However, indicate that during the lesson all
attention is to be directed toward you, and that the checklists are to be
completed after tree lesson is finished

Select a student performance objective in your occupational specialty
which could be achieved, at least partially, by presenting information using
the flip chart (In a real world situation, you start with an objective and then
select the most appropriate materials and/or teaching methods In this
practice situation, however, you need to select an objective that lends itself
to using a flip chart to present information )

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes an explanation of how l'-,,
flip chart will be used to present information Instead of developing a
lesson plan you may select a lesson plan that you have developed previ
ously and adapt that plan so that it includes the use of the flip chart to
oresent information

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan He she could use the Teacher Perf -'rmance Assessment Form in
Module B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide

Based on your lesson plan, select, obtain, or prepare the materials you will
need to make your presentation Also, arrange to have a flip chart available
when you make your presentation

In a simulated classroom situation, pre ,,t your lesson to group of two to
five peers These peers will serve two functions (1) they will role-play the
students to whom you are presenting your lesson. and (2) they will evaluate
your performance If peers are not available to you, you may present your
lesson to your resource person

) _r
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1r Optional
Activityft.

If you wish to self-evaluate, you may record your performance on videotape
so you may view your own lesson presentation at a later time

Multiple copies of the Lesson Presentation Checklist are provided in this
learning experience Give a copy to each peer, or to your resource person,
before making your presentation in order to ensure that each knows what
to look for in your lesson. However, indicate that during the lesson, all
attention is to be directed toward you, and that the checklists are to be
completed after the lesson is finished

If you videotaped your lesson(s). you ty wish to self-evaluate using a copy
of the Lesson Presentation Checklist

22
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the NA box

Chalkboard
1. The use of the chalkboard was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e g., it was not used to present information which needed to be
saved, etc )

2 The teacher kept the chalkboard and chalk tray clean and free of
unrelated material

3. The material which was presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the Mass to see it

4 The teacher eliminated any glare from the chalkboard surface

5 The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material

6 The teacher talked to the class rather than to the chalkboard

7 The teacher did not block students view of the chalkboard

8 The teacher used the writing surtace of the chalkboard efficiently
(e.g , material presented was well organized uncluttered, and well
sequenced)

9 If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the
chalkboard, the teacher wrote or drew these materials on the board
before class

10 If the teacher had material on the board which was not to be used
until later in the lesson the teacher kept the material covered prior
to using it

11 The teacher used color where appropriate to enhance, simplify, or
give contrast to. the material

12 The teacher effectively used the chalkboard to do at least one of the
following
a present facts, principles or concepts

b illustrate concepts ideas, or processes by means of diagrams
drawings, charts, graphs sketches, maps Or cartoons

c emphasize key factors by outlining underlining or highlightinr,

23

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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d present assignments announcements definitions problems to
be solved, etc

e list key words, rules, steps, procedures or policies

13 The teacher used the following special apphcations (optional)
a drew a pencil outline on the chalkboard in advance and traced it

in chalk during the lesson

b transferred an image to tne chalkboard using an opaque pro-
jector

c used the pour,ce method to prepare a chalkboard illustration

d used the revelation technique to present information

Flip Chart
14 The use of the flip chart was uitable for the instructional purpose

g the information presented needed to be passed around or
saved the information needed to be prk?sentect step by step porta
bility was an important factor, etc

15 Tt material which was presented was wirttten or (lrawn lardri
enough for all members of the class to see it

16 The teacner eliminated any glare from the fhb chart surf& e

17 The teacher did not try to ,,iesent too large d volt, it- 01 rriateri-ti

18 The teacher tctIked to the c rther than to Ine flip ch

19 The teacher did not plot k view ;)t the hip chart

20 The teacher used the writind surto, tht; fhb( hart erne iently to g
material presented as well orgarhied uncluttered and well se
quenced)

24
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21 If complex or lengthy materials here presented using the flip chart,
the teacher wrote or drew these materials on the flip chart before
class

22 If the teacher had material on th flip chart which was not to be
covered until later in the less( n the teacher kept tne material
covered prior io using it

23 The teacher effectively used the flip criart to do at least one of the
following
a present facts, pnncipies or concepts

b illustrate concepts ideas, or processes by means of diagrams,
drawings, charts, graphs sketches maps, or cart ')ns

c emphasize key factors by ourining

d present assignments announcements definitions problems to
be solved etc

e list key words rules, steps procedures, Or polices

f present information step by step one sheet at a time

g present intorrnati._ n to smaii groups

24 The teacher used the tollowihr, special applications (optional)
a transferred an image to tne flip chart using an opaque projector

ri
n

b used cartoons, stick figures oval heads etc , to focus attention rion specific mor,ds and emotmhq

r used the flip chart to present information during a field trip

.11:r

trq
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE. AM items must receive FULL, or N A responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the NiA box

Da t

Chalkboard
1. The use of the chalkboard was suitable for the instructional purpose

le g , it was not used to present information which needed to be
saved, etc )

2 The teacher kept the chalkboard and chalk tray clean and free of
unrelated material

3 The material which was presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the class to see it

4.

5

6.

7.

8.

The teacher eliminated any glare from the chalkboard surface

The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material

The teacher talked to the class rather than to the chalkboard

The teacher did not block students' view of the chalkboard

The teacher used the writing surface of the chalkboard efficiently
(e.g., material presented was well organized, uncluttered, and well
sequenced)

9 If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the
chalkboard, the teacher wrote or drew these materials on the board
before class

10 If the teacher had material on the board which was not to be used
until later in the lesson the teacher kept the material covered prior
to using it

11 The tea-her used color where appropriate to enhance simplify, or
give contrast to. the material

12 The teacher effectively used the chalkboard to do at least one of the
following
a present facts, principles, or concepts

b illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of diagrams,
drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps or cartoons

c emphasize key factors by outlining underlining, or highlighting

27 2b
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d present assignments, announcements, definitions, problems to
be solved, etc

e list key words, rules, steps, procedures, or policies

13. The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a. drew a pencil outline on the chalkboard in advance and traced it

in chalk during the lesson . .

b transferred an image to the chalkboard using an opaque pro-
jector . ...

c used the pounce method to prepare a chalkboard illustration

d used the revelation technique to present information

Flip Chart
14 The use of the Clip chart was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e g., the information presented needed to be passed around or
saved, the information needed to be presented step by step, porta-
bility was an important factor, etc )

15 The material which was presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the class to see it

16 The teacher eliminated any glare from the flip chart surface

17 The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material

18 The teacher talked to the class rather than to the flip chart

19 The teacher did not block students' view of the flip chart

20 The teacher used the writing surface of the flip chart efficiently (e g ,
material presented as well organized, uncluttered and well se-
quenced)

28
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21. If complex or lengthy m-terials were presented using the flip chart,
the teacher wrote or drew these materials on the flip chart before
class ...

22. If the teacher had material on the flip chart which was not to be
covered until !e' in the 'esson, the teacher kept the material
covered prior to wing it

23. The teacher effectively used the flip chart to do at least one of the
following
a present facts, principles, or concepts

b illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of diagrams,
drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps, or cartoons

c emphasize key factors by outlining

d present assignments, announcements, definitions, problems to
be solved, etc

e list key words, rules, steps procedures, or policies

f present information step by step, one sheet at a time

present information ' ,mall groups9.

24 The teacher used the follow- special applications (optional)
a transferred an image to the flip chart usir,9 an opaque projector

b used cartoons, stick figures. oval heads. etc , to focus attention
on specific moods and Emotions

c used the flip chart to present information during a field irip

...,at

(**

43
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LEVEL ,:n PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N A responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLLT

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL boA to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Na.ne

Date

Resource Person

Chalkboard
1. The use of the chalkboard was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e.g., it was not used to present information which needed to be
saved, etc )

2. The teacher kept the chalkboard and chalk tray clean and free of
unrelated material

3. The material which was presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the class to see it .

4. The teacher eliminated any glare from the chalkboard surface

5. The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material

6. The teacher talked to the class rather than to the chalkboard

7. The teacner did not block students' view of the chalkboard

8. The teacher used the writing surface of the chalkboard efficiently
(e.g., material presented was well organized, uncluttered, and well
sequenced) .. .

9. If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the
chalkboard, the teacher wrote or drew these materials on the board
before class ... . .

10. If the teacher had material on the board which was not to he used
until later in the lesson, the teacher kept the material covered prior
to using it

11. The teacner used color where appropriate to enhance, simplify, or
give contrast to, the material

12. The teacher effectively used the chalkboard to do at least one of the
following:
a present facts, principles, or concepts

b illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of diagrams,
drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps, or ca-toons

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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d present assignments. announcements, definitions. problems to
be solved, etc

e list key words, rules, steps. procedures, or policies

atat
k.."

Z .i? e '

I-1 C
Firl E El

13 The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a drew a pencil outline on the chalkboard in advance and traced it

in chalk during the lesson 1-1 El
b transferred an image to the chalkboard using an opaque pro- Fl 11])ector

c used the pounce method to prepare a chalkboard illustration ri 1-1 El
d used the revelation technique to present information ri E

Flip Chart
14 The use of the flip chart was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e g , the information presented needed to be ptssed around or
saved, the information needed to be presented step by step, porta- Elbitty was an important factor, etc 1 , ........_

15 The material which ;vas presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the class to see it 17 Fl 1-1 El

16 The teacher eliminated any glare from the flip chart surface Li 0 Ell
17 The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material Li El El
18 The teacher talked to the class rather than to the flip chart ri En 0
19 The teacher did not block students view of the flip chart

20 The teacher used the writing surface of the flip chart efficiently (e g
material presented as well organized. uncluttered and well se-
quenced)

32
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21.

22.

23.

If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the flip c` art.
the teacher wrote or drew these materials on the flip chart before
class . .

If the teacher had material on the flip chart which was not to be
covered until later in the lesson, the teacher kept the material
covered prior to using tt . .

The teacher effectively used the flip chart to do at least one of the
following:
a. present facts, principles, or concepts

b. illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of diagrams,
drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps, or cartoons

c. emphasize key factors by outlining

d. present assignments, announcements, definitions, problems to
be solved, etc

e. list key words. rules, steps, procedur3s, or policies

f. present information step by step, one sheet at a time

present information to small groups9.

24. The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a. transferred an image to the flip chart using an opaque projector

b. used cartoons, stick figures, oval heads, etc , to fccus attention
on specific moods and emotions

c used the flip chart to present information dining a field trip

r1 El El

T1

111 111

El

El El
El

1-1 El Ell CI

ri D
ri

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses If any item receives a NO. or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box tc .idicate that
each of the following performance components was not accompiished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Date

Resource Pe,so,

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

Chalkboard
1. The use of the chalkboard was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e.g., it was not used to present information which neeaed to be II Li Elsaved, etc.) .

2. The teacher kept the chalkboard and chalk tray clean and free of
unrelated material . r1 E

3. The material which was presented was written or drawn large LEIDIDenough for all members of the class to see it

4. The teacher eliminated any glare from the chalkboard surface ri

5. The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material El CI
6. The teacher talked to the class rather than to the chalkboard E Li
7. The teacher did not block students' view of the chalkboard ri n r7
8. The teacher used the writing surface of the chalkboard efficiently

(e.g., material presented was well organized, uncluttered, and well
sequnced)

9. If complrix or lengthy materials were presented using the
chalkboard, the teacher wrote or drew these materials or the board
before class ..

10. If the teacher had material on the board which was not to be used
until later in the lesson, the teacher kept the material covered prior
to using it

11. The teacher used color where appropriate to enhance, simplify, or
give contrast to, the material

7

I I1-1

ri Li
12. The teacher effectively used the chalkboard to do at least one of the

following
a. present facts, principles, or concepts E LJ
b. illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of diagrams

drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps, 0 r cartoons LJ Fl
c emphasize key factors by outlining underlining, or highlighting F7 Fl ri
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d present assignments announcements definitions problems to
be solved, etc

e list key words rules, steps procedures ie policies

13 The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a drew a pencil outline on the chalkboard in advance and traced it

in chalk during the lesson

h transferred an image to the chalkboard using an opaque pro-

jector

c used the pounce method to prepare a chalkboard illustration

d used the revelation technique to present information

Flip Chart
14 The use of the flip chart was suitable for the instructional purpose

to g the information presented needed to ue passed around or
saved, the information needed to be presented step by step porta
bitty was an important factor etc I

15 The material which was oresente;1 was written or drawn urge
enough for members of the class 10 see it

16 The teacher eliminated any Taro from the flip chart surface

1I The teac her did not try to present too iarge a volume of materia.

18 The teacher talked to the class riIher than to the flip .hart

19 The teacher did not n!oci, student;, view of the flip chart

20 The teacher used the writing surface of the ,o chart efficiently le g
material presented as we') organized uncluttered and well se-
queneed)

6

El T1 E
[11

F-1 I 1 E
1 1 11 1 I:

Fl

Li Li I-1
El f

1 ri

Li L- 1 71

E1 ELF

El Li LI 1



21 If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the flip chart
the teacher wrote of drew these materials on the flip chart before
class

22 If the teacher had material on the hip chart which was not to be
covered until later ;r the lesson the teacher kept the material
covered prior to using it

23 The teacher effectively used the flip c hart to do at least one of the
following
a present facts, principles of concepts

b ncecis ideas or processes by means of diagrams
drawings c harts graphs sketches, maps or cartoons

c emphasize key factors by outlining

d present assignments announcements definitions problems to
be solved etc

e list key words, rules steps procedures or oolicik_is

f present information step by sten one sheet at a time

g present information to small groups

24 The teacher used the following spectai applications (optional)
a transferred an image to the flip chart using an opaque projector

b used cartoons stick figures oval he is etc to focus atter tin
on specific moods and emotions

c used the flip ch to present Inforrnat,on during a field trip

o e

L_J

n1-1

nn
1-1 T-1

nn

LI

1 1 1-1

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N A responses It any item receives a NO of
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional achvitie,,
the teacher needs to complete in order tr reach competency in the weak area,,,J
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL. or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished if, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable. or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box

OW,

,,e

Chalkboard
1. The use of the chalkboard was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e.g., it was not used to present information which needed to be
saved, etc )

2 The teacher kept the chalkboard and chalk tray clean and free of
unrelated material

3 The material which was presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the class to see it

4 The teacher eliminated any glare from the cnalkboard surface

5 The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material

6 The teacher talked to the class rather than to the chalkboard

7 The teacher did not block students view of the chalkboard

8 The teacher used the writing surface of le chalkboard efficiently
(e g material prese-,ied was well orgailized. uncluttered. and well
sequenced)

9 If comnlex or lengthy maieriaR were presentei using the
chalkboard, the teacher wrote or .rew tnese materials on the board
before class

10 If the teacher had material on the board which was nut to be used
until later in the IPsson, the teach(' kept the m,,,ierial coven_ prior
to using it

11 The teacher used color where appropriate to enhance, simplify or
give contrast to, the material

LEVEL CF PERFORMANCE

n
n
[1

'
Z" -..

tr, 44 4

1-1 El

ri El

E
El
LJ
17 El
Li

El

Ll

ri
LIIDO

12 The teacher effectively used t, ,e chalkboard to do at least one of the
following
a present facts, principles or concepts

b illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by rnf ens of diagrams.
drawings charts, graphs, sketches maps, or cartoons

c emphasize key factors by outlining. Linde; lining, or highlighting Li
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d present assignments, announcements, definition, problems to ri
be solved, etc El

e list key words, rules, steps, procedures, or policies El

b transferred an image to the chalkboard using an opaque p'o-
jector

c used the pounce method to prepare a chalkboard illustration ri
d used the re,iel3tion technique to present information ri

13 The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a drew a pencil outline on the chalkboard in advance and traced it

in chalk during the lesson

F13' Chart
14 The use of the flip cnart was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e g . the information presented needed tf passed around or
saved, the information needed to cue p,esented step by step, porta-
bility was an important factor, etc ) D

15 The material which was presented was written or drawn large ri 1 -1 CIenough for all members of the class to see it

lb i i e teacher eliminated any glare from the flip chart surface

17 The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material Fl El
18 The teacher talked to the class ather than to the flip chart

19 The teacher d.d not block students view of the lop chart Fl
'...

20 The teacher used the writing surface of the flip chart efficiently (e g
material presented as well organized, uncluttered, and well se-
quenced) [1 Ti
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21 If complex or iengthy materials were presented using ,p chat I
the teacher wrote or drew these materials or the flip c before
class

22. If the teacher had material on the flip chart which was not to be
covered until iater in the lesson, the teacher kept the material
covered pr to it

23. The teacher effectively used the flip chart to do at least one of the
following
a present facts, principles, or concepts

b. illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of diagrams,
drawings, charts, graphs sketches. maps. or cartoons

'c emphasize key factors by outlining

d present assignments, announcements, definitions, problems to
be solved, etc

e. list key words, rules, steps. procedures, or :,olicies

f, present information step by step cne sheet time

g pre f- mat:on to small groups

24 The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a. transferred an image tc the flip chart using an opaque projector

b used cartoons, stick f.gures, oval heads etc to focus attenhor
on specific moods and emotions

c used the flip chart to present information during. a field trip

(*;

C" qei)

ri

ri

11 TT n
D
LJ

ri El,ri
1-7 Fl
ri 1-1 El

Li El ri
Pi El ri

Li

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N A responses If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL resoonse, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach cork, tency in the weak areas)
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

()fractions: Place an X in the N , PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box

N61712'

Dale

Recource

Chalkboard
1. The use of the chalkboard was suitable for thi istructional purpose

(e.g., it was not used to present information which needed to be
saved, etc

2 The teacher kept the chalkboard and chalk tray clean and free of
unrelated material

3. The material which was presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the class to see it

4 The teacher eliminated any glare from the chalkboard surface

5 The teacher did not try to present to large 0 ,,Diuma of material

6. The teacher talked to the class rather than to the chalkboard

7 The teacher did not block students view cf the ch &lkboard

8 The teacner used the writing surface of the chal <board efficient,/
(e g , material presented was well organ ?,=,.6, uncluttered, and well
sequenced)

9 If complex or lengthy mater ais were presented using the
chalkboard, the teacher wrote or drew these materials on the board
before class

10 If the teacher had material on he board which was lot to be used
until later in the lesson the tca,Ther kept the material covered prior
to using it

11 The teacher used color where appropriate to enhance simr"ity or
give contrast to, the material

12 The teacher effectively use .-1 the c- ilkbc 4rd to do at least one cif the
following
a present facts, principles or ncepts

b illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of dianrarns
drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps, or cartoons

c emphasize key factors by outlining underlining or highlighting
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d present assignments, announcements, definitions, problems to
be solved, etc

e list key words, rules, steps, procedures, or policies .

13 The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a. drew a pencil outline on the chalkboard in advance and traced it

in chalk during the lesson .

b transterrea an image to the chalkboard using an opaque pro-
jector

c used the pounce method to prepare a chalkboard illustration

d used the revelation technique to present information

Flip Chart
14. The use of the flip chart was suitable for the instructional purpose

(e.g , the information presented needed to be passed around or
saved, the information needed to be presented step by step, porta-
bility was an important factor, etc )

15. The material which was presented was written or drawn large
enough for all members of the class to see it

16 The teacher eliminated any glare from the flip chart surface

17 The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of material

18 The teacher talked to tho class rather triafl to the flip chart

The teacher did not block students' view of the flip chart

The teacher used the writing surface of the flip chart efficiently (e a ,
material presented as well organized, uncluttered, and well se-
quenced)
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21. If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the flip chart,
the teacher wrote or dre these materials on the flip chart before
class ......... . . . . .

22. If the teacher had material on the flip chart which was not to be
covered until later in the lesson, the teacher kept the material
covered prior to using it

23. The teacher effectively used the flip chart to do at least one of the
following:
a. present facts, principles, or concepts

b. illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of diagrams,
drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps, or cartoons

c. emphasize key factors by outlining

d. present assignments, announcements, definitions, problems to
be solved, etc

e. list key words, rules, steps, procedures, or policies

f. present information step by step, one sheet at a time

present information to small groups ,g.

24. The teacher used the following special applications (optional)
a. transferred an image to the flip chart using an opaque projector

b. used cartoons, stick figures, oval heads, etc., to focus attention
on specific moods and emotions

c. used the flip chart to present information during a field trip

20 44

El C]

LE
El

0 El
CI

El

L.- [1]

CI 1-1 El
ri ri

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency ;n the weak area(s)
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Learning Experience III
FINAL EXPERIENCE

In an actual school sftuation,* present information with a chalkboard
and/or a flip chart.

As you plan your lessons, decide when the chalkboard and/or the flipchart
could be used effectively to aid in meeting the lesson objectives. Based on
these decisions, present informatibn using the chalkboard and/or flip
chart. This will include "

deciding if you wish to teach a *Ingle lesson which incorporates the
use of bott. 4echnioues: or if you wish to teach two lessons, one using
the chalkboard and one using the flip chart
selecting, modifying, or developing's lesson plan(s) w hich includes
the use of them techniques
selecting, obtaining, or preparing the necessary Materials
presenting the lesson(s) to the class

NOTE: Your resource person may want you to submit your written lesson
plan(s) to him/her for evaluation before your present your lesson(s). It may
be helpful for your resource person to use the TPAF from Module B-4,
Develop a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to have your resource person observe your lesson
presentation(s).

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 49-51.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in presenting
information with a chalkboard and/or a flip chart.

For a definition of actual school situation see the inside back cover
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart (C-29)

tiAine

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading Dale

If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box Resouce Perso,

Chalkboard
1. The use of the chalkboard was suitable for the instruc-

tional purpose

2. The teacher kept the chalkboard and chalk tray clean and
free of unrelated material

3. The material which was presented was written or drawn
large enough for all members of the class t" see it

4. The teacher eliminated any glare from the chalkboard
surface .

5. The teacher did not try to present too large a volume of
material

6. The teacher talked to the class rather than to tie
chalkboard .

7. The teacher did not block students view of the
chalkboard .

8. The teacher used the writing surface of the chalkboard
efficiently

9. If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the
chalkboard, the teacher wrote or drew these materials on
the board before class

10 If the teacher had material on the board which was not to
be used until later in the lesson, the teacher kept the
material covered prior to using it

11. The teacher used color where appropriate to enhance
simplify, or give contrz,st to, the material

495
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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12 The teacher effectively used the chalkboard to do at least
one of the following
a present facts, principles, or concepts

13

E
b illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of

diagrams. drawings. charts, graphs. sketches, maps. ri Elor cartoons

c emphasize key factors by outlining, underlining, or
rhighlighting

d present assignments, announcements, definitions riproblems to be solved, etc

e list key words rules, steps, procedures or policies ri l 1 r
The teacher used the following special applications (op-
tional)
a drew a pencil outline on the chalkboard in advance

and traced it in chalk during the lesson

b transferred an image to the chalkboard using an
opaque protector

c used the pounce method to prepare a chdtkboard
illustration [

d used the revelation technique to present information I I

Flip Chart

I I 1-1 El

T1

ri
1-7 El ElEl r

14 The use of the filo chart was suitable for the inst. irtional
puroose ri E

15 The .*hich was presented was written or drawn
large enough all members cat tne class to see it Ei CI

16 The teache ,-,rrinate,, ny glare !rum the flip chart sur-
face FIEH1

17 The teacher did not tn, to present to large a volume of
m anal Fl

18 The teacher talked to the uass rather than to the flip chart IL 1 L 0
19 The teacher did not Nock student- view of the flip chart L__J [ I LJ Li
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21. used slides which met the following criteria DODOa. content of the slides was simple

b. content was at students comprehension level 11

c content of the slides was of good quality in terms of LI Elcolor, clarity, contrast, etc

d. slides aided in meeting the objective(s) of the lesson

22. prepared students adequately for the slide presentation
(e.g., raised key questions defined terms, etc ) El El CI ED

23. presented slides in a logical sequence C:1

24. presented the slides at a logical point in the lesson E ID
25. paced the slide presentation according to the needs of Tithe lesson and of the students

26. clearly emphasized and explained points being made
visually CI CI E

27. used the on/off switch to contra attention (it
11

appropri-
Elate) 111 El

28- summarized (or had class members summarize) the slid- cjpresentation El Cl E3

29. obtained student feedback on students understanding
of the slide presentation ri riEl

30. obtained student feedback on students evaivation of the
slide presentation Li El
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PETE
MODULES

Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information
slime providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess. Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4. (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience. and j4) the Final Ex-
perience After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have the competencies indicated
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling oljectives leading to tne final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (triuse) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in tnis area and
ready to complete the final learning exuenence in
order to "test out
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learnirg experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If

you do not complete the final experierce successfully
meet with your resource person and al range (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete for review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resourt, eerson before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do riot meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help ycu
reach competency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning experience or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

t3r

Terminology
Actual School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secor Jary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the mo,Jule, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience You
would then do the final learning experience later, i e ,
when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
service area Trade and Industrid! Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence
Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
adrni, ,strator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module
Student refers to the person wh . is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocational
field agricultural education, business and office ed u :a-
tion. distributive education. health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education or trade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is .dK-
ing the module

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment

N/A The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner. but has some ability to perform it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher .5 able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner
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Titles of The Center's
Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

A-1 Preps,' for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survy
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Progrem Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Email. Your VtCatI0f1111 Program

Category II: Inetreellonai Pk -0
8-t Detemtine Needs ano ; Students
8-2 Develop Student Per101:, leCtveS
8-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction,
8-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
8-5 %tem Stud^nt Instructional Ma-.e leis
13-ei Przpore Teacher-Made Instructional Materialn

Category C: instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Tnps

-2 Conduct Group DISC:13810M, Panel Discussions and
Symposiums

C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Quefion Box
Techniques

C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Tecnniques
C-8 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem Solving Tecnniques
C-9 Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Leeson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques
G-14 Provide Instruction for Slower anc More Capable Learners
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Latin
;-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
0-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Sublect Maher Experts to Present Information
C-21 Proper, Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models Real Objects and Flannel

Boards
C- 23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 Present Information with Films
C-26 Prot, t Information with Audio Recording-
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Informal with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category ID: instructional Evaluation

D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-S
D-6

Establish Student Performance Criteria
Assess Student Performance Knowledge
Assess Student Performance Atilt-ides
Awes Student Performance Skills
Detuimine Student Grades
F.aluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Claw§ E: Instructions: Management
E-1 Protect Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilions
E--3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E -5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Noses of students
E 7 Assist Students in Developing Self Discipline
E -8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data -Collect on Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
P-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category 0: School-Community Relations
0-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
0-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 4ev4r!op Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
0-4 -Are Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational ' rogram
G-7 Condoct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Student Vocational Organisation
F1-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
FI-2 Establish a Student Vocational Orga cation
F1-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
11-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
F1-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organizution
H-6 Guide ParticIpstion m Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category I: Prolesionl Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School rid Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experience for Prospective Teachers
1 7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J. Coordination of Cooperative Education

J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J--3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for You Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Oo Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job In_tructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J- B Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Pertormarce
J-9 Prepare for Students' Reuated Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Materials
Guide to the Implementation of Performance -Bawd Teac,,er Education

For Information regarding availability and prices of the.* materials co, 4ct

AAV IM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materh Is

120 Engineering Center Athens, Get"rgia 30602 (404) 542-25u6


